WE KEEP TRACK, SO YOU DON’T HAVE TO
NEVER MISS A KEY DECISION - OR ITS SIGNIFICANCE

WELCOME TO LAWTEL
For 30 years Lawtel has been a much-loved service that now attracts
over 90,000 legal professionals. It continues to play a leading role in
keeping the legal industry informed of the very latest developments.
Admired for its speed and simplicity, Lawtel is all about making legal
life easier and quicker - taking away the burden of tracking the ever
changing law, whilst providing useful tools and practical guidance.
We’re delighted with the feedback we’ve had from customers about
our new user interface - which has now made it even easier and faster
to access the materials you need.
As well as providing same day coverage for the House of Lords and
overnight reporting of selected cases from the higher courts, Lawtel
offers legislation, articles, press coverage and practical precedents.
FirstPoint and Litigator are our procedural tools which have been
designed to streamline legal transactions and procedure.
I hope you’ll enjoy taking a look through this brochure and finding out
more about how Lawtel can help you.
With best wishes for your future success,

Peter Lake
Managing Director, Sweet & Maxwell

“THE NEW INTERFACE IS FANTASTIC.
IT’S REALLY INTUITIVE AND
STRAIGHTFORWARD TO USE...”

WE KEEP TRACK, SO YOU DON’T HAVE TO
Lawtel is the online research service that delivers the law to you as it happens.
Providing same day coverage for the House of Lords and overnight reporting of
selected cases from the higher courts, with Lawtel you’re always up to speed with the
latest legal developments.
Our very popular Daily Updates service means that you don’t even need to visit Lawtel
to keep current with your areas of interest – you simply receive the latest information
direct to your inbox.
Lawtel is packed with special tools and searching capability that enable you to work
smarter and get results faster.
Highlights include:
• Over 60,000 case reports across a wide range of
subject areas, covering all the key courts
• Unreported transcripts sourced by our court reporting
team, many of which are unavailable elsewhere
• Daily updates that bring you the latest legal
developments
• Legislation updates every 24 hours
• Articles summaries from key legal titles the day
after publication
• Practice area specific services including personal
injury and EU Law
• Kemp cases complete with a Schedule of Damages
Application, plus other useful tools and calculators

DECEPTIVELY SIMPLE

“WITH LAWTEL’S CASE DIGESTS I
IMMEDIATELY UNDERSTAND THE KEY
POINTS OF A CASE AND WHETHER
IT’S RELEVANT OR NOT...”

NEVER MISS A KEY DECISION - OR ITS SIGNIFICANCE
With over 60,000 case reports and daily reporting from
an unrivalled range of courts, Lawtel is unbeatable for its
case law service.
Our team of court reporters work continuously to bring
you the latest judgments to ensure that decisions heard
yesterday are online today.
We also publish hundreds of unreported decisions the day
after judgment is given and typically days ahead of any
other source, so you’ll never miss an important case again.
To save you time, each case report links directly to the full
text of all available judgments often weeks before the
official transcript is available. We also provide a full text
document delivery service where you can order judgments
dating back to 1980.
Everything is presented in a simple, clear and
user-friendly way – so that you can quickly find the
information you need.

SAME DAY REPORTING
Lawtel provides same day reporting for the House of Lords
and overnight coverage of selected cases from the higher
courts, so you’re always up to speed with the latest legal
developments.

COURT COVERAGE
We cover a wide range of courts and practice areas
including: The House of Lords, Privy Council, Court of
Appeal (Civil and Criminal), High Court, selected tribunals,
Crown Court and county court.

CASE DIGESTS
Lawtel’s case digests allow you to understand the
important points of a case, with links to all the relevant
cases and legislation cited within each decision.

EXTEMPORE JUDGMENTS
Available the following morning via the Lawtel Daily
Update, our team reports on the most important extempore
decisions from the High Court and both divisions of the
Court of Appeal.

UNOFFICIAL TRANSCRIPTS
Why wait for key handed down judgments to appear in the
official law reports? With Lawtel, unofficial transcripts are
available the same day.

OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPTS
As soon as the official transcript of a case is available, this
is added to the Lawtel case report and can be used in court.

TRANSCRIPTS EXPRESS
If you can’t find a case or if a transcript is not yet available,
you can submit a request to our Transcripts Express team
and they will find the information for you.

TRACK DEVELOPMENTS
EVERY 24 HOURS
Updated every 24 hours, Lawtel keeps you informed of all the latest statutory developments, providing desktop
access to full primary and secondary legislation.

STATUTORY STATUS TABLES

LEGISLATION CALENDAR

Save yourself hours of research by using Lawtel’s unique
Statutory Status Tables and see at a glance whether a
section of an Act is in force, has been amended or has
been repealed.

Unique to Lawtel, this innovative feature allows you to stay
a step ahead by providing access to the law of the future.

FULL TEXT ACTS

Providing prospective legislation information that covers
both the UK and EU, you can filter and view forthcoming
legislation by type, subject area and timing to find out
what’s happening in a particular practice area.

It’s easy to find and access full text Acts including all
Public Acts dating back to 1987. Lawtel’s automatic
searching facility lists all related Statutory Instruments
(including Scottish and draft SIs) back to 1997 and all
Statutory Rules of Northern Ireland since 1991.

BROWSE LEGISLATION
With Lawtel, it’s easier than ever to find what you’re
looking for. Browse legislation by year or name and link
to cases that cite the legislation so that you can instantly
see how an Act has been interpreted.

SPEED MATTERS

Legislation reminders
For an automatic reminder that a key piece of legislation
is about to change, you can synchronise any of the Lawtel
Legislation Calendar content with your Microsoft Outlook
Calendar. Simply choose and click on those developments
important to you.

“I'M IMPRESSED! I REALLY LIKE THE
LAYOUT FOR THE NEW LAWTEL...”

INSTANT ACCESS TO A LIBRARY PACKED WITH
AUTHORITATIVE LEGAL ARTICLES AND PRESS
It’s difficult to stay on top of the number of articles published in the legal press. That’s why Lawtel has been designed
to do the hard work for you, by providing access to a wide variety of legal topics.
In addition, Lawtel provides abstracts of legal and regulatory developments from government departments, professional
associations, official bodies and leading newspapers - updated daily and ready for you to access in one place.

ARTICLES

DIGESTS

To save you time, summaries of articles from 60 specialist
and general legal titles are all accessible on Lawtel the day
after publication.

Need a quick overview of the key, salient points of an
article? Our article and press digests will provide you
with abstracts of the latest commentary, helping you to
assess and apply information quickly.

By listing and directly linking to all cited cases and
legislation, Lawtel puts articles into context for you.

And if you need more detail, links provide you with direct
access to related articles, cases and legislation.

NEWS
Keep up with the news the easy way. Covering the entire
spectrum of legal and regulatory developments from
government departments and leading newspapers,
Lawtel delivers news abstracts direct to your desktop.
Our experienced team of editors report in a clear,
concise and accurate way to help you stay abreast of
today’s news, business and political updates.

FULL TEXT
Virtually all of the articles summarised on Lawtel
are available as full text versions. You only pay for what
you order so it’s more cost effective than multiple
subscriptions.

SPEED MATTERS

SPECIALIST AREAS AND DEDICATED RESOURCES
TO MAKE LEGAL LIFE EASIER
Lawtel offers a range of specialist area services. All of
which are designed to make life that little bit easier.
Commentary, guidance and useful tools help you manage
your demanding workload.

BUSY SOLICITORS DIGEST
Created specifically for general practitioners, this
informative service focuses on litigation and keeps you
up to date with monthly developments. Case and practice
comments are compiled by a team of practitioners and
members of the judiciary.

EMPLOYMENT
Compiled by leading experts in the field, we cover all of
the vital legislation, important facts and figures, forms,
briefings and commentary. You’ll always be up to speed
with the latest employment law developments, with
access to next day reporting, EAT coverage, case
comments and specialist articles.

EU
We all know what a complex business researching EU
law can be, so why not let Lawtel EU do the hard work
for you? As the only service that puts EU law into context,
Lawtel EU gives you instant access to all official EU
documents in a single location. Just imagine everything
laid out for you in a concise and easily searchable format.
And because Lawtel EU seamlessly integrates with
Lawtel, links to UK cases and legislation are just a click
away. Lawtel EU includes:
• A wide range of EU cases
• Fully consolidated text of the EU Treaties as amended
by the Treaty of Lisbon
• Details of EU legislation including implementation,
amendments and repeals, with links to the full text
• EU Legislative Calendar - see at a glance when
legislative changes are due to come into force and link
through to the full text

FIRSTPOINT
FirstPoint takes you through a series of checklists and
guides on legal transactions, in a simple step-by-step
process. All materials are linked to relevant case law,
legislation and precedents - which means that FirstPoint
could save you a considerable amount of time.

“LAWTEL CLEARS OUT THE CLUTTER
SO I CAN FIND WHAT I NEED QUICKLY
AND EASILY...”

HUMAN RIGHTS
This specialist service helps you interpret the provisions
of the Human Rights Act and how they are applied by
the UK’s domestic courts.

KEMP ON LAWTEL
Kemp on Lawtel delivers the authority of Kemp quantum in
a convenient online format. Giving you direct access to a
searchable database of over 4,500 quantum reports,
coverage includes both court awards and out of court
settlements. What’s more, by subscribing to both Lawtel
and Kemp on Lawtel you can access over 7,500 reports.

LITIGATOR
This invaluable service is a collection of Civil Procedural
Guides, providing a ‘how to’ approach to litigation.
Covering the most commonly encountered areas of
dispute, Litigator enables you to complete your work
quickly whilst feeling secure in the knowledge that you are
following correct and up to date procedure.
Providing step-by-step instructions laid out in chronological
order and supplemented with expert guidance and direct
links to relevant materials, Litigator has quite simply put
everything you need together in one place.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Be first to find out about new legal developments and
enjoy desktop access to materials including digests
and full text reports of the latest Local Government
Ombudsmen decisions.

PERSONAL INJURY
Updated every 24 hours, this service provides you with
everything you’ll ever need to know about Personal Injury.
• Over 3,000 quantum reports
• Useful practice tools including JSB Guidelines,
PI Actuarial Tables, Interest and Inflation calculators
• Topical specialist articles
• Access to external PI websites

FOCUS ON
WHAT MATTERS

“LAWTEL’S DAILY UPDATES GIVE
ME THE CONFIDENCE THAT I’M
FULLY ARMED WITH THE LATEST
INFORMATION...”

IT’S QUICKER, EASIER
AND SMARTER WITH LAWTEL
We know our customers use Lawtel for many different
reasons across a vast range of legal sectors. And that’s
why one of the most important features on Lawtel
enables you to tailor updates to your needs.
As well as being the most up-to-date service around, Lawtel
is packed with special features that make it incredibly simple
to use, ensuring that it can be easily and unobtrusively
adapted to the way you work. To put it another way, it’s
about working smarter to get better results faster.

SPECIALIST CONTENT ALERTS
Litigator and FirstPoint, are designed to provide invaluable
assistance when following legal procedure. We guide you
through by step-by-step instructions and offer links to all
relevant materials.

LEGISLATION CALENDAR
By tracking commencement dates for Statutory Instruments,
the progress of parliamentary Bills and the dates at which
Acts (and sections of Acts) come into force, this clever
feature ensures you are always fully prepared.

RSS FEEDS
The law as it happens. Set up an RSS feed for your chosen
area of interest and you’ll be the first to know when we’ve
added content to Lawtel. RSS feeds can be based on
subject, content, or what’s new in the industry across the
marketplace.

DAILY UPDATES
Our hugely popular updates service will email you each day
with the information you need to know. Choosing from over
100 specialist areas, you can pinpoint your area of interest
and receive the latest developments pertinent to you. With
no limit on the number of updates you receive, we can help you
track multiple practice areas or even specific clients and cases.

EASY UPDATES
We’ve researched your most requested practice area
updates and have put together a list of pre-defined Lawtel
Easy Updates. Making it even easier for you to keep up to
date, Easy Updates provide summaries of the latest legal
developments – emailed to you every 24 hours.

SEARCH OPTIONS
With Lawtel, finding the information you need is easy.
Carry out a free text search for a query or an advanced
search for more specifically targeted results.

SAVED SEARCHES
Do you use some searches over and over again? With our
Saved Searches feature you can save links to any searches
that you carry out repeatedly, streamlining the process and
saving you time.

“LAWTEL LESSONS ARE A GREAT
INITIATIVE - I DIDN'T REALISE I COULD
DO SO MUCH WITH LAWTEL...”

HERE TO HELP
Should you ever need help, our dedicated support staff
are available to provide expert assistance. Whatever your
query we will help you find the solution fast.
For support please contact the Lawtel Helpdesk:
0800 018 9797
helpdesk@lawtel.com

TRAINING
Free training is included as part of your subscription.
Members of our legally qualified training team are
always available to meet with you in person, or support
can be provided via WebEx over the telephone.
Detailed user guides are also available to help you
through the main aspects of the service.
Did you know that Lawtel training contributes to
your CPD allowance?
Lawtel training is accredited under the Law Society's
and Bar Council's rules and can contribute to your CPD
annual quota. You will receive one CPD point per hour of
Lawtel training.
To book a training session or for general help and advice,
please contact the Lawtel Helpdesk team.

LAWTEL LESSONS
Available to all Lawtel users, Lawtel Lessons are our
complimentary WebEx hosted online training sessions.
Whilst talking you through the process step-by-step over
the telephone, our qualified legal trainer guides you
through particular content sets and functionality.

SIGN UP FOR A FREE TRIAL TODAY
0800 018 9797
helpdesk@lawtel.com
lawtel.com

STRAIGHT
TO THE POINT

